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Abstract—Students struggle to get good grades in Computer Programming courses. One of the most important ways to improve the pass rate of a difficult subject, such as programming, is to implement a learning support system based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology. This system can provide students with a customised learning experience. This paper proposes a Revision-Bot (abbreviated as RevBot), an intelligent interactive system that assists students in practicing past exam questions in a Python programming course. RevBot was created and implemented using the Snatchbot Chatbot API. An assessment was conducted to establish the usefulness of RevBot, and the results show that RevBot can help students improve their performance in the Python programming course.

Index Terms—Chatbot, Revision, Python Programming, Introductory Programming, Exam Questions, Programming Pedagogy.

I. INTRODUCTION

EduCatIon is one of the foundations of human capability which requires great improvement in the age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) [1]. The COVID-19 pandemic brought a lot of restrictions including reduction in human-to-human contact operations. The educational system has been severely impacted by the pandemic, and as a result, teaching and learning are now delivered via an online platform [2, 3, 4]. Students receive their lectures at their various homes or different locations. Also, tutorials, exercises, and assessments are performed through online system [2]. Consequently, the use of technology innovation in education, such as the Chatbot, will help to improve the educational activities [5]. One of the most significant ways to encourage and foster an improved individualised learning experience is through the use of a Chatbot [6, 7].

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has a wide variety of uses in education. Chatbot technology, which is utilised to assist with teaching and managerial tasks, is one of the most recent AI applications applied to Education [8]. Students’ assumptions that programming courses are difficult to pass or obtain a good grade have become one of the most important problems in studying programming [9]. One key factor influencing this problem is the lack of support provided to the students [10, 11]. According to studies, a large number of students drop out of introductory programming modules [10, 12], because there are not enough appropriate learning assistants to assist them [13, 14].

Although programming is a difficult course to teach [15, 16] and students dislike it, but it is a required skill in the 4IR era [17]. Different approaches, such as pedagogy models and software tools, have been proposed to assist students’ comprehension of programming subjects [13, 18], but none deals with the interactions with the past exam questions. While these teaching approaches and software tools are helpful in learning and understanding programming subjects, there is continuous need to create more tools for supporting students and engaging them in more practice with past exam questions. Studies have shown that practice improves learning ability [19, 20, 21], therefore, the problem to be addressed in this study is:

- To design and develop a learning support tool – Chatbot system, that can enable the practice of past exam questions for revision prior to Python programming assessments.

The new Chatbot system is called RevBot. The system will interact with the user to provide the required type of questions which can be solved with pen and paper and the answers are displayed at the end of the exercise. The creation of RevBot followed the SnatchBot development platform concept which enables the deployment of the tool as a web application. The design of RevBot involves four basic units including user interface unit, Information unit, Storage unit, and Integration unit. The User Interface unit enables the user to interact with the system. The Information unit consists of the question and Artificial Intelligence Markup language (AIML) interfaces, and the Storage unit stores the pre-defined questions and answers. The AIML gives the RevBot the ability to compare the user’s input to pre-defined data and provide a corresponding response to the user. As a web application, RevBot can be implemented or installed to social networking platforms via the Integration unit. Figure 1 depicts SnatchBot’s operation flow.

This study makes the following contributions: We have:
1) developed an intelligent system that can interact with the user (student), providing past exam questions and answers for revision in a programming course,
2) the application of this system will help to improve overall performance of the students, and
3) the results of the evaluation show that the tool is useful and improves students’ learning capability in Python programming subject.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II provides background information and related works, and Section III describes the Chatbot’s design. Section IV discusses implementation and results, while Section V evaluates the Chatbot. Section VI brings the study to a close and makes
AI has the potential to simplify administrative tasks. Education is unrestricted, and AI can global learning. This is a very interesting topic today.

Smart Content - AI customizes both in-class tasks and final exams to ensure that learners receive the greatest possible help. Teachers cannot be replaced, but they can do much better by providing personalized suggestions to each student.

Global Learning - Education is unrestricted, and AI can assist in breaking down barriers. Technology enables remote or online teaching and learning of any subject anywhere in the world and at any moment. AI-powered Education provides learners with basic IT abilities.

Simplifying Administrative Tasks - AI has the potential to automate administrative tasks for educators and educational institutions.

**II. Background Information and Related Works**

In this part, we present the theoretical information of the study with a focus on the applications of AI technologies in Education.

**A. AI in Education**

AI technology is becoming more common in our daily lives, and we are surrounded by it. AI is being felt in Education, and traditional techniques are changing dramatically. In this age of 4IR, the academic world is expected to become more convenient and personalized with the assistance of AI applications. These will make educational materials available through smartphones and computers, thereby altering the way individuals learn. AI in Education is expected to promote the automation of administrative duties, enabling organizations to minimize the time needed to finish challenging duties, and teachers to devote more time to student mentoring. The use of AI systems will transform the Education system in the following ways:

**Personalised Learning** - AI customizes both in-class tasks and final exams to ensure that learners receive the greatest possible help. Teachers cannot be replaced, but they can do much better by providing personalized suggestions to each student.

**Smart Content** - This is a very interesting topic today. AI systems can generate quality digital content, including virtual content such as video conferencing, video presentations, and digital books. AI systems use traditional curriculum to produce tailored textbooks for a variety of subjects. Consequently, textbooks are digitized, and new teaching interfaces are developed to assist learners of all ages and academic levels.

**Global Learning** - Education is unrestricted, and AI can assist in breaking down barriers. Technology enables remote or online teaching and learning of any subject anywhere in the world and at any moment. AI-powered Education provides learners with basic IT abilities. With more innovations, a wider variety of lessons will be accessible online, and learners will learn from wherever they are with the assistance of AI technology.

**Simplifying Administrative Tasks** - AI has the potential to automate administrative tasks for educators and educational institutions. Educators devote valuable time to marking tests, evaluating projects, and offering useful answers to learners; however, these processes can be automated with the help of technology. This implies that teachers would have sufficient time to engage in other activities such as mentoring and supervising their students.

**New Efficiencies** - AI may also be employed in complicated data modeling to enable the operations department to develop data-driven projections.

**B. Chatbots in Education**

In education, chatbot systems are a great way to change how institutions communicate with students today. Students can now learn more about their subjects, opportunities, and extracurricular activities at school. Teaching and learning methods evolve as technology becomes more prevalent in students’ daily lives. Educators can now provide students with a unique and engaged learning experience with the aid of AI technology. Technology advances have enabled the development of a variety of educational resources to assist students in their understanding of study materials. Chatbot systems in education are improving student experiences and are a game changer in the field of creative educational technology.

Chatbots, as a multipurpose AI technology, can be used by students to learn. By converting a lecture into a series of messages, it can be made to look like a chat conversation. Chatbots can be used to determine and evaluate a student’s level of comprehension on a regular basis, and thus change the learning process. Teachers in today’s world need modern-day strategies to help them handle their hectic schedules. Teachers can now use chatbots to automate their routine tasks. While the teachers track the students’ progress, the bots will answer any student question about the course, assignments, or deadlines. In today’s Education industry, having a strong faculty, better classes, and well-equipped laboratories is no longer enough. Chatbots can be extremely useful in these situations. Students can get all the knowledge they need about their courses, modules, and faculties from chatbots that assist them during the admissions process. The bots may also serve as campus guides, assisting students upon their arrival.

**C. Related Works**

While we were unable to find a Chatbot specifically created to generate past questions and answers on a pro-
programming subjects, we did find the following related works in this area:

**Answering Query**  Sharod et al [40] created a Chatbot system to respond to questions. The system will automatically respond to users’ questions for knowledge purposes. Ranoliya et al [32] created a Chatbot based on the FAQ dataset that uses AIMIL and Latent Semantic Analysis to correctly respond to users’ queries. Chandra and Suyanto [41] used a sequence-to-sequence model to create a Chatbot that responds to university student admission questions using pre-defined information from the university admission dataset.

**Teaching Programming**  A chatbot called Python-Bot was created to help novice programmers understand Python’s basic syntactic structures and semantics using the snatchbot development platform [8]. Gavin and Glavin [42] created an interactive and adaptive Chatbot system to help undergraduates learn Java programming. Ade-Ibijola developed a software tool that can automatically generate distinct practice programs in Python [43].

**Student Assessment**  Benotti et al [38] presented Chatbot design, a software platform used to teach high school students about computer science concepts. To provide automatic assessment, the Chatbot employs finite state automata, pattern matching, and lemmatization techniques. A chatbot for self-assessment of core competencies was created to encourage students’ ability to self-regulate [44].

D. Comparison of the Related Works

Table I compares some of previous research works that are related to our work. Although the previous works are various types of Chatbots systems in Education, none has attempted to address the issue of engaging the students with past exam questions for practice.

**E. The Gap**

According to the literature, programming is a difficult subject to teach, and many students struggle to understand it. As a result, the failure rate in programming courses has been demonstrated to be high. There are many Chatbot systems for educational purposes, but none of them deal with students interacting with past exam questions for practice. This is the gap we have addressed.

**F. Motivation**

Programming skills is important because the world is becoming more automated and it is necessary for humans to be able to control human-machine interaction [17]. Knowledge of Computer Programming improves mathematical and logical reasoning and can be useful in various situations, including decision-making and problem-solving [17, 45]. Thus, programming abilities are in high demand as the technological age progresses [46]. Unfortunately, students perceive Computer Programming courses to be difficult to learn, which contributes to a high failure rate in programming subjects [21]. It is important to simplify the Computer Programming learning process to inspire students’ interest in programming. **RevBot** is created to present an interactive platform for improving program comprehension.

III. DESIGN OF REVBOT

The system design of RevBot is discussed in this section, along with an example of a working algorithm. RevBot was created using the SnatchBot platform’s concepts (a code-free design).

A. Overview of Snatchbot Platform

The SnatchBot framework is a full platform-as-a-service (PaaS), allowing users to design, test, and implement high-quality Chatbots without having to create their own structure. Chatbots developed on this platform can be used for virtually any communication medium, like email, text, and voice; social networking platforms like SnatchBot messaging network, slack, skype, Facebook, and Mobile Web. The Channel is another intriguing feature of SnatchBot. The SnatchBot Channel is comprised of a built-in Application Programming Interface (API) that allows Chatbots applications on mobile web and social media platforms. RevBot is deployed on a website via SnatchBot Channel. Students can access RevBot on the website using smartphones and Computers. SnatchBot includes an integrated editor for creating basic or complicated conversations with action buttons and translations. Also, it helps one to develop a variety of interactions in association with the Chatbot’s activities. SnatchBot uses interactions to describe the subjects. Interactions specifies a unique activity of the Chatbot, and Subjects are the predefined contents of the activity (audio, messages, graphs, videos, etc.).

B. RevBot Development

RevBot was built using the SnatchBot API and its predefined tools, which are powered by various Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms. During the development of RevBot, we created a design comprised of various interactions and subjects. There are 33 interactions in RevBot including Introduction, Contents, questions, Answers, Support etc. Because RevBot is primarily concerned with past exam questions and answers, the subjects are mostly messages. Figure 2 depicts parts of the RevBot developing scheme.

![Fig. 2: RevBot developing scheme](image)

Interactions are linked together locally and globally with SnatchBot’s capabilities for efficient operations. Local connections are only active on a particular interaction, while
TABLE I: Comparison with the related works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>An Educational Chatbot for Answering Queries.</td>
<td>Sharod et al, 2020.</td>
<td>They used the K-means clustering algorithm to create a Chatbot that can respond to a variety of questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chatbot for University Related FAQs.</td>
<td>Ranoliya et al, 2017.</td>
<td>They created a Chatbot for answering University FAQs using AIML and LSA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Indonesian chatbot of university admission using a question answering system based on sequence-to-sequence model.</td>
<td>Chandra and Suyanto, 2019.</td>
<td>Using the sequence-to-sequence model, they created a Chatbot that responds to the University admission questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Python-Bot: A Chatbot for teaching Python Programming.</td>
<td>Okonkwo and Ade-Ibijola, 2020.</td>
<td>They used pattern matching, cutting-edge lemmatization techniques, and finite state automata to create a Chatbot that can introduce programming concepts to students for automatic formative assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A Tool for Introducing Computer Science with Automatic Formative Assessment.</td>
<td>Benotti et al, 2018.</td>
<td>They used predefined response in the storage unit and matched it to the pre-defined response in the storage unit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 depicts the RevBot functional decision in response to user queries. It shows that when a student connects to RevBot, the bot sends him/her a welcome message in which it asks the student if he/she wants to interact with the bot. If the user responds YES, RevBot will direct the user to the contents. The user selects the specific operation that he or she desires. The procedure is repeated until the user is done.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The system architecture of RevBot consists of four major sections including the Welcome, Questions, Answers and Support.

Welcome Section - This section introduces the Chatbot and confirms whether the student is ready to interact with RevBot or not.

Questions Section – It contains various types of past exam questions from the Python programming course. The user (Student) chooses the type of question he or she wants to try or practice from this section, and the bot responds accordingly.

Answers Section – This section contains all the answers to the questions. When the exercises are completed, students can check the correct answers to each question as well as the assigned mark/score.

Support Section – This section assists the student during the conversation with the bot. Students may request the assistance of a Lecturer or Tutor at any time during the conversation.

The RevBot operation begins with an introduction to the user (student) and a question about whether or not the user is ready to converse. The Chatbot takes the student’s question, arranges it, and responds by conveying pre-defined Python programming past exam questions to the student. Also, it provides answers to the questions. With a pen and paper,
the student can practice a variety of questions and then request answers. Figure 4a and 4b show samples of a student conversation with the RevBot.

The SnatchBot platform includes NLP capabilities, which allow RevBot to understand the student’s query and respond appropriately. This is accomplished by splitting a sentence down into two main components, such as entity and intent. The entity is the object, and the intent is the purpose of the sentence. To complete a specific task, we needed to specify the kinds of entity and intent the NLP module would identify. SnatchBot comes with a set of predefined NLP models that we used in our development. Machine Learning is used by the models to make choices on every new sentence they encounter, based on the samples given. Two NLP models were used in this study to assist students: one to determine the date (entity) and another to determine the time (intent) for a meeting appointment. During an interaction with RevBot, a user or student may seek the assistance of a Lecturer or Tutor, so a meeting may be required. These models aid in the generation of a meeting date and time. The proposed meeting will be notified to the Lecturer/Tutor via email, and the student will receive support if the Lecturer/Tutor confirms the meeting. Figures 5a and 5b show the RevBot NLP module capability of scheduling a meeting for student support.

V. EVALUATION AND APPLICATION OF REVBOT

This section presents the findings of an online poll of students’ perceptions of RevBot’s use and potential usefulness.

A. Evaluation of RevBot

We created RevBot, an intelligent system that can interact with students on past exam questions and provide the corresponding answers. The primary goal is for students to practice these questions in preparation for their Python programming course exam. This operation will aid in improving student success in the Python programming course and increase the course pass rate.

An online survey was conducted at the University of Johannesburg, South Africa, to determine the students’ perceptions of the usefulness of the tool. The purpose of the evaluation is to determine students’:

1) perception of Computer Programming,
2) perception of the use of the tool (RevBot), and
3) whether the practice of the past exam questions will help to improve the student’s performance in a Python programming course examination.

The collected quantitative data was statistically analysed to describe the frequency and response percentage of the respondents. The outcomes are detailed below.

B. Participants’ Profile

The study comprised 176 university undergraduates, including both first-year students (90.6%) and returning or old students (9.4%). The sample population consists of male and female Computer Science and other related course students taking the introductory Python programming subject for the first time, as well as those who have previously taken it. This audience was chosen because they are potential users of this tool and are currently enrolled in a Python programming module. Students were polled on their thoughts on:

Computer Programming Course In general, Computer programming courses were investigated to determine how students felt about taking them. 81% of the respondents perceived the courses to be difficult, 12.5% consider them like every other course and easy to learn, and 6.5% were indifferent. See Figure 6a.

User-friendly The assessment looked at the students’ perceptions of RevBot and how easy it is for them to use. 85.6% believed that the design of RevBot is simple and easy to use, 4.5% find it difficult to use, and 9.9% could not decide whether it is easy or difficult to use. See Figure 6b.

Preparation of Examination This section examined the questions provided by RevBot to see if they were possible exam questions that could aid students in their preparation for the Python programming course exam. Interestingly, 88.2% of students believed that the tool could help them prepare well for the Python programming exam in the hope of getting a good grade. 1.9% disagreed and 9.9% were unsure, and no one disagreed. See Figure 6c.

Improved Performance This tested to see if the use of RevBot could help students improve their exam performance and get better grades. 87.2% agreed that using RevBot could help them revise and improve their comprehension abilities, resulting in higher exam scores, while 3.4% disagreed and 9.4% were indifferent. See Figure 6d.

According to the findings, students perceived Computer Programming courses to be difficult to understand, and they struggled to pass them. The students thought RevBot’s design was simple and easy to use. Concerning the tool’s ability to assist them in exam preparation, the questions provided by RevBot are likely exam questions that, if practiced and understood, will aid them in passing the exam. As a result, using RevBot can help them improve their learning abilities in the Python programming course, improve their performance abilities, and help them get a better grade in the course.

C. Application of RevBot

RevBot is an educational learning tool designed to assist students in preparing for Python programming course quizzes and exams. Students can use this tool to practice previous exam questions and learn about the marks/scores assigned to each type of question. The use of this tool will help to improve students’ learning capabilities and, as a result, lower the failure rate in Python programming courses.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusions

In this study, we created RevBot, an intelligent interactive system that can interact with students by presenting past exam questions to be solved with a pen and paper, as well as the answers. RevBot was created with the SnatchBot Chatbot API and can be deployed to websites and social
media platforms. A survey was used to conduct the evaluation, and the results indicate that a large number of students taking the Python programming course agreed that RevBot is simple to use and can help them prepare for the Python programming course examination.

B. Future Works

This tool only covers the Python programming course. Other computer programming courses, as well as other undergraduate courses, are expected to be added in the future to improve students’ learning abilities.
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